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About This Game

Eyes always open, no matter day and time. Find those enchanted objects and restore the world.

Gameplay:
Within this virtual magic land, there is no lead. You need to switch between day and night and quickly spot the difference

among those objects. Those naughty little ghosts are playing pranks on you, GO catch them!

Features：
1.Amazing VR experience, imaginative storyline, and characters, superb graphics!

2.Story Mode: Enjoy 10 incredible themes
3.Survival Mode: Spices things up! Offering an “endless” experience to challenge your observation which continues as long as

you keep finding the difference soon enough.
4.Put your power of observation and switch on your picture memory, waved your wizardry to freeze the different objects

between day and night.
5.Over thousands of variable elements and even more are keeping coming out.

6.Game scenes are generated dynamically. It's a new experience every time you play the game. This game is playable with
abundant contents.

7.Compete with friends,challenge the world’s ranking list with tens of thousands of gamers.
8.With Steam achievement and cards trading.

9.A VR-Only game! Full support for both HTC VIVE and Oculus Rift.
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Title: No Clue VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Elknight
Publisher:
Elknight
Release Date: 18 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290

Storage: 400 MB available space

English,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Windscape is surprisingly fun.
The combat is simple and works.
Visuals looks great aside from human models.
Crafting is intuitive.
Feels very zelda mixed with a bit of minecraft.

Pretty solid so game so far. Downside is there is only about an hour of actual game at the moment.. It wasn't a bad idea in
theory, but the clunky controls and bad voice acting make this game impossible for me to enjoy.. 49 cents right now. Get it if
you have an extra 49 cents. Fun game.. i hate to say it but the game is dead. This game never gets any better with regards to the
bugs. Too much beard hair in the software. Try more programming and less time in the bathroom working on your silly beards.
Why is this the only game on steam that is continuously release without actually being ready? I'm gonna ask for a refund.. For
90 cents I now have a game that I can see Ricardo Milo and dancing Putin anytime I want.

10\/10 I bought an extra copy as a gift for a friend and he stopped talking to me.

For real though this is more than a dollar worth of fun just keep in mind it's obviously a joke game.

.

.

.

.

I voted for Ricardo and got thrown in the gulag 10\/10

I Danced along with Putin Far longer than I should have 10\/10

I now want to invade Finland and the Ukraine 10\/10

Real communism hasn't been tried 10\/10

Memes are magic 10\/10

. Ant War: Domination is set in 1945, just after the fall of the German empire. Your colony is a failing communist society,
where every worker is equal exept the great leader (the player). It is your job to bring your poor society into a massive
superpower, as you expand your territory, committing genocide on a mass scale to your fascist foes. This continues until the
entire world falls under your flag.

It is chilling, exciting, and shows the dangers of communism, as well as what would've happened if NATO wasn't formed.

THIS IS A MUST BUY!
. First got into this game after watching another person’s video clip on this game where he went through the first few levels.
Took a look at the description on Steam, and given it’s only $2.99, decided to give this a try, as I’m into puzzle games. No
regrets on this decision, as this is a very nice puzzle game with many interesting elements in it.
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Graphics: When you open the game, it starts in full screen, but you can modify it to a smaller screen size, which I usually do.
Nice Sci-fi space graphics that change from level to level, so you’re not looking at the exact same background each time. Sprites
are simple and easily labeled so that you know what you’re looking at.

Sound: Space-like music atmosphere is nice to listen to, but you can mute the music and sound effects at any time if you want
to. However, it may not hurt to have a few more soundtracks to choose from to listen to as you play to increase variety.

Controls: Not too many options to have to worry about, as the controls are pretty self-explanatory. In reality, all you’re using is
the directions on the keyboard (WASD or up/left/down/right) and R to restart if you get stuck and can’t go out of bounds.
Controls are responsive with no lag, and if you push 5 directions ahead of time as you’re going through a long part, the Orbox
will move in those directions with no loss or delay. Orbox moves quickly, which is nice for the longer stages, as they flow better
with no real delays.

Gameplay: I'll break this down into pieces.
= It’s easy to get the hang of this game, but you’ll quickly see how the later puzzles make you think a bit. Luckily, there are no
enemies, and you can scout the board out before moving to see what you’re dealing with. There are no lives, or game over, or
anything like that to pressure the player, so feel free to try various things out. If you go out of bounds, you’ll just go back to the
start point (you’ll want to go out of bounds a lot anyway to get a few of the achievements).
= There are no time limits on the levels, so feel free to take as much time as needed to think through possible routes. You’ll need
to look ahead a bit in later levels to see any tricks that may be present.
= You can play a level as many times as you want, mainly to go for your best score, time, and moves (though the moves record
is a bit glitched, as it doesn’t keep your best move score, but rather your score on the last time you beat the level).
= I like how in Easy, the levels start very simple with just getting to the goal. A few levels in, new elements get introduced, one
at a time. This allows the player to learn how to best deal with these types of elements. And as the levels progress, the player
sees how these elements get combined together in having multiple tasks to do in a level. The player will deal with anything from
collecting stars to dealing with gates, grow blocks, sensors, ice, and bombs. Nice job with the symmetry designs in most levels,
giving a little more substance than just the basics to many of the levels.
= There are a whopping 210 levels, split into seven packs of 30 levels. You start with the Easy pack and unlock more packs as
you complete the packs you’re working on, which include Average, Normal, Hard, Easy 2, Speed, and Bonus. There’s a spot for
an eighth pack depending on feedback. Difficulty progresses steadily on Easy -> Average -> Normal -> Hard. I would guess
Easy 2, Speed, and Bonus are somewhere in between in difficulty.

If you’re into puzzles, I would give this game a try. $2.99 is a good price for the amount of content you get. With the multiple
puzzle elements and levels present, Orbox C makes for a solid puzzle game.. Well worth 10$. Fun story to follow and I love the
gameplay loop. I got it because I ran out of difficult games I.E Hotline Miami and Super Meat Boy, this game is not nearly as
hard as those but it is very enjoyable.
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Such a relaxing and calm game. A great way to spend time! I think the devs did a great job and I hope they continue!. -Fully
distructible environment!
-Customize your own mech!
-Use multiple combos to fight against evil cheezbots!
-Destroy public properties!
-Pizza!

10\/10 Could live with it before Armored Core 6 comes out.. The story reminds me of Gravity Ghost but the game play is really
bad to me. I wish they just made a story game and left out the platformer.. Very nice, beautiful, and relaxing game. This is not
for someone wanting to blow things up, instead it is simply a very nice diving game where you collect things, heal animals, and
destroy "trash" on the ocean floor. I would very much recommend it for children and for older folks (I'm 62). It's well worth the
cost!. this game game just sucks, i mean it was cool at first but after a while the music just cuts out randomly and you get this
awkard silence til the end of the match

also the al in the can be beaten pretty easly if you just force you guys and the ball into the field goal
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